
The New Year signals a time to reflect on the past and move forward with our tradition of initi-
ating changes and making resolutions. The chance to wipe one’s slate clean and start over 
with fresh intentions can truly motivate us to establish a new vision or focus for our life. 

In response to a diagnosis of cancer, many cancer survivors also reassess their life’s purpose 
and make specific changes during the continuum of their diagnosis, treatment, and survivor-
ship.  In my role as a social worker, I have been privileged to discuss many of the details with 
cancer survivors related to their over-all life plans. Although each cancer survivor’s story is 
unique and special some common themes have presented over the years that I would like to 
share. 

Relationships with family, friends, and loved one’s gain a new and deeper level of signifi-
cance, and the gifts of these connections are immeasurable. 

Joy is often redefined to include many of the everyday pleasures in life that were previously 
unnoticed. Cancer survivors have shared a new appreciation for nature, animals, hugs, 
smiles, and “just knowing I am alive.” 

Spiritual beliefs are strengthened along with connections to ones sacredness.  The solace and 
comfort gained through these beliefs are helpful during periods of fear or sadness. 

Assisting others or participating in a cause for the community at large is also helpful for many 
cancer survivors. The chance “to give” to others helps to increase one’s self-esteem and 
sense of purpose. 

Balance is often discussed as a priority for life changes. The ability to manage the spiritual, 
physical, and emotional parts of our lives often leads to feelings of peace and contentment. 

I hope that you and your loved ones will be inspired through the life changes of others to con-
nect more, make memories, and experience some of the “new joys” that life has to offer in 
2009. 

 Quarterly News  Winter 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

Letter From The Director 

Happy New Year! From all of the staff at the Batte Cancer Center, we wish  you a very healthy and happy 2009. This is a time 
traditionally reserved for  reflecting on the year past and looking forward to the hope that a new year brings. 2008 was a 
very challenging year, both in our patient’s journeys traveled and for our country as a whole. I know that each of use looks 
forward to this year with faith that the journey will be fulfilling and that our country is on the healing road, too. 

While our economic environment is expected to continue to create challenges for each of us, we will strive to do everything 
we can to make your visits here at the cancer center one less thing to worry about. We continue to offer complementary 
massages for patients undergoing treatment. Please stop by our Rejuvenation Center to schedule a massage offered 
through NorthEast Integrative Medicine and provided through a generous gift by Mrs. Phil Widenhouse. Also, many of our 
supportive care offerings, such as salon services, social work, patient education and nurse navigation  will continue to free 
of charge to all of our patients. 

Looking forward to the year, you can expect the opening of our new retail store, where we will be offering many products 
that our patients need: such as personal hygiene products, clothing, custom wigs and post-
mastectomy products. Additionally, we will be expanding our breadth of clinical trials that 
are available to patients. As always, our goal is to offer only the very best services for our 
patients. We wish to thank you for putting your trust in us over this past year, and look for-
ward to serving you and your loved ones in 2009. 

Martin A. Senell, Jr. 

 

 

Director-Oncology Services 

Reflections And Changes 

By Cora Davis, MSW/Oncology Support Coordinator  
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Breast Cancer Doesn’t Always Start with a Lump 

By: Phyllis Johnson 
One of the most frightening aspects of my breast cancer diagnosis in April 
1998 was that I never knew my symptoms might be breast cancer until the 
doctor told me I needed a biopsy for inflammatory breast cancer. I didn’t 
know that breast cancer doesn’t always start with a lump. 

About ten weeks earlier at the beginning of February, I jumped when the 
water hit my breast in the shower. I hurt-really hurt. I turned down the wa-
ter pressure and forgot about it until the same thing happened the next 
morning. What was going on? My first self-diagnosis was that my breasts 
must be tender from hormonal changes. But by the third morning, I real-
ized that if only the right breast hurt, my hormonal theory wasn’t likely. 

I wasn’t worried. I believed the myth that breast cancer doesn’t hurt. I had 
just had a clean mammogram before I moved to Missouri in December, so I knew I didn’t have a lump. But I was starting 
to feel more frequent pain and  an itching deep in my breast. On Valentine’s Day, a new acquaintance invited my hus-
band and me to a dinner party, and I could hardly pay attention to the conversation because the pain and itching were so 
intense. 

By now, I knew that something was seriously wrong, but I didn’t want my first visit to a doctor to be about an itchy breast. 
I would sound like a hypochondriac. However I had developed a cyst in my left breast. That was a symptom worth bother-
ing a new doctor about. My doctors had always taken cysts seriously. 

My new doctor sent me off for a mammogram and ultrasound of both breasts, but didn’t seem concerned about the right 
side. By the time I saw the radiologist, the right breast was pink as if I had a light sunburn, or had just stepped out of a hot 
shower. It was also a little puffy and swollen, but the radiologist didn’t appear worried. 

Sure enough, I did have a cyst on the left and no problems on the right. No one seemed to consider my pain and itching to 
be a medical problem. Back at my doctor’s office, I suggested that maybe the swelling and pinkness on the right indi-
cated infection, but he dismissed my concern. He did want the surgeon to evaluate the left side to see if the cyst needed 
draining. 

No one seemed in any rush about my symptoms, so I scheduled appointments around my work schedule even when that 
meant a delay. Six weeks after I first jumped back in the shower, I woke up to see the upper outer quadrant of my right 
breast covered in a dark red/purple circle of streaked, dimpled skin. I was sure now that I had an infection, and because 
of the overnight change from light pink to angry red, I was worried. 

The surgeon didn’t look worried when I showed him what had happened, but finally someone seemed to be agreeing 
with my infection self-diagnosis. He prescribed an antibiotic. I wasn’t alarmed when the antibiotic didn’t work. The red 
place wasn’t getting any worse. I thought the doctor would just try a different antibiotic. 

Instead I saw the first of the many worried medical faces I would see over the next few years. The doctor shocked me 
when he said he would have to biopsy for a type of breast cancer I’d never even heard of called inflammatory breast can-
cer. This couldn’t be happening to me! I was well informed about women’s health issues. I’d done my monthly self-
checks. I’d never read anywhere that my symptoms could be cancer. 

Later, I read a self check directions again, and realized that I’d always assumed that a line about dimpling refers to a  

 

Phyllis Jackson pictured above with grand-
son, Jack. 

Those who bring sunshine into 
the lives of others, cannot keep it 
from themselves…..” 
   -Sir James M. Barrie 

The Batte Cancer Center is currently recruiting survivors who 
would like to serve as peer supporters (for patients newly 
diagnosed and/or currently undergoing treatment).  Peer 
supports would attend a workshop with information about 
cancer, communication and resources to prepare them as peer 
supporters and would occasionally be asked to attend update 
meetings.   

For more information, contact April Carroll, RN-BC, MSN at 704-
403-2129 or april.carroll@carolinashealthcare.org  

Calling all Survivors ! We Want You! 
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change in shape caused by a lump. It doesn’t. It refers to a symptom called peau d’orange 
(French for orange peel), which is what my red, dimpled patch looked like. 

The doctor’s voice washed over me while he explained about the biopsy. I didn’t absorb 
much of what he said. Two words did pierce my fog: lymphatic system. When he finished 
talking, I said, “What was the name of the kind of cancer? What were you saying about the 
lymphatic system?”  

So very kindly, he started back over again. Yes, inflammatory breast cancer involves the 
lymphatic system, which is why it is the most dangerous form of breast cancer. The can-
cer is in the lymph vessels of the skin of the breast and often doesn’t present with a lump. 
Because it’s in the lymph vessels, which carry fluid through out our bodies, it often 
spreads with deadly results. 

The surgeon said he didn’t think I had inflammatory breast cancer. Usually people with it 
have more swelling and discoloration over the entire breast. But, he thought it important 
to not take any chances. Too often he said doctors try several rounds of antibiotics before 
they realize they are not dealing with an infection, and by that time, it’s too late. 

Thank goodness, I had a knowledgeable doctor who didn’t take any chances with my 
symptoms. It turned out I did have inflammatory breast cancer, which is often just called 
IBC. Fortunately, it was Stage IIIB because it hadn’t spread to my vital organs, but I did 
have 16 cancerous lymph nodes. As I read more about the prognosis for IBC patients, I 
realized how serious my situation was. I worried that I might not survive long enough to 
see my daughter and son graduate from college and high school in May 1999. 

Eight months after I finished chemo, surgery, and radiation in January 1999, I started the 
waiting game to see if all those treatments had really chased the cancer from my body. I 
now had the confidence to believe I’d make those graduations, but I still worried about 
the possibility of a recurrence. I got used to worried doctors’ faces. I also started my mis-
sion to spread the word that not all breast cancer starts with a lump. 

Five years after my diagnosis, my doctors said they thought that my cancer would have 
shown its ugly face again if it were still in my body. They also scheduled another appoint-
ment for next year. In the IBC world, doctors don’t usually use the word “cured.” 

But, I’ve attended those 1999 graduations and our son’s college graduation. I danced at 
our daughter’s wedding and cried tears of joy at our grandson’s birth. Next April, almost 
11 years to the day after I got the bad news about my IBC, I plan to dance at our son’s 
wedding. 

“I’m ten year’s out now; I’m feeling good; I’m telling people, Not all breast cancer starts 
with a lump.” 

 

Inflammatory Breast Cancer: A 
type of breast cancer in which 
the breast looks red and swollen 
and feels warm and may show a 
pitted appearance called Peau 
d’orange (like the surface of an 
orange peel). The redness and 
warmth occur because the can-
cer cells block the lymph ves-
sels in the skin.  

Inflammatory Breast Cancer:  What Are the Symptoms?
(Symptoms usually develop quickly-over a period of weeks or months.) 

1. Redness, swelling and warmth in the breast often without a 
distinct lump in the breast. 

2. Skin may appear pink, reddish purple, or bruised. 

3. Skin may have ridges or appear pitted, like the skin of an 

      orange. 

4. Other symptoms include: heaviness, burning, aching, in-           
crease in breast size, tenderness, or nipple that is inverted 
(facing inward). Swollen lymph nodes be present under arm 
and/or above the collar bone.  

“I’m ten year’s 
out now; I’m 
feeling good; I’m 
telling people, 
Not all breast 
cancer starts 
with a lump……” 
-Phyllis Johnson 
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It’s that time of year again for the flu! More than 200,000 people are hospitalized every year with influenza related complications. 
Every year, approximately 36,000 people lose their lives because of the flu. It is the 6th leading cause of death in adults. The fol-
lowing put one at risk for developing the flu: bacterial pneumonia, sinus problems, ear infections and worsening of chronic con-
ditions such as congestive heart failure, asthma, and diabetes.  

The flu generally peaks in February and lasts until April or May. It is spread by respiratory droplets generated by coughing or 
sneezing. You can also get the flu by touching dirty surfaces and then touching your eyes or nose. People are generally conta-
gious 1-2 days before they even know they are sick and can spread up to 5 days after becoming sick.  

The best way to prevent the flu is by taking the influenza vaccination. There are 2 forms available: an intramuscular injection and 
an intranasal spray. The nasal spray is generally given to healthy individuals. The vaccine lasts for approximately 1 year. That is 
why it important to take the vaccine every winter to protect yourself. It typically takes your body 2 weeks to provide immunity to 
the flu. The flu shot is not a live virus and cannot give you the flu. The most common side effect from the flu is discomfort at the 
injection site. The flu vaccine changes from year to year depending on predictions. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention recommends the  following groups vaccinated every year. 

• Children ages 6 months to 19 years of age 

• Pregnant Women 

• People greater than 50 years of age 

• Certain Chronic Medical Conditions 

• People living in Nursing Homes or Long Term Care Facilities 

 
 
It’s Flu Season: Protect Yourself! 

 
 Relay for Life: What is Relay? 
 
The American Cancer Society Relay for Life represents the hope that those lost to cancer will never be forgotten, that those who 
face cancer will be supported and that one day cancer will be eliminated. 

CELEBRATE the lives of people who have battled cancer. The strength of survivors inspires others to continue their fight. RE-
MEMBER loved ones lost to the disease. At Relay, those who have walked alongside people battling cancer can grieve and find 
healing. FIGHT BACK. We Relay because we have been touched by cancer and desperately want to put an end to the disease. 
Make a commitment to save lives by taking up the fight. 

Relay for Life  is the American Cancer Society’s signature activity. If offers everyone in a community an opportunity to partici-
pate in the fight against cancer. 
 
Anyone who has stepped foot onto a track at Relay for Life has felt the impact that a single event can have on a community. Imag-
ine the power in 2008 of 4,960 communities across the nation united in a single cause. In 2008 alone, an estimated $420 million 
was raised. This is the largest nonprofit fundraising event in the world!! 
 
If you’d like to be a part of  Team Hope: CMC-NorthEast Oncology Services, visit www.relayforlife.org/cabarrusnc or 
contact April M. Carroll, RN-BC, MSN  at 704-403-2129  or Lauren Reis, RN (co-captains for TEAM HOPE) at 704-403-1193. 
 
Relay for Life, 2009 will be held at the Cabarrus Arena and Events Center on May 8th-9th, 2009. For any questions related 
to Relay or the American Cancer Society, please contact Kelsey Dove @ 704-553-5357 or Kelsey.dove@cancer.org 

It’s FLU Season!!!! 
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Hats and Scarves Donated to the Rejuvenation 
Center 
By: Cabarrus College of Health Sciences Phi 
Theta Kappa 
 
On behalf of Cabarrus College of Health Sciences and Allison Huff-
man, OTA/S (Phi Theta Kappa President), faculty and students col-
lected 37 hats and 3 scarves to be distributed to Carolinas Medical 
Center Batte Cancer Center. Dates of collection were for 3 weeks 
in October and donated on November 5th, 2008 to the Rejuvena-
tion Center for patient undergoing cancer treatments. Collection is 
sponsored each year by Phi Theta Kappa, International Honor Soci-
ety at the college. A special thanks to those that actively partici-
pated at the college and those at the hospital for making this possi-
ble.  

Hats for Hope actually began in 2003 to increase awareness of 
breast cancer as well as awareness of community resources.  Dur-
ing this event, held annually during Breast Cancer Awareness Month, 
CMC NorthEast hosts a tea as well as sharing of information from com-
munity partners such as American Cancer Society, Komen For the 
Cure, Cabarrus Health Alliance, as well as image consultants, prosthe-
sis providers and others.  The price of admission has traditionally 
been a hat, scarf or wig to be given to patients undergoing treatment 
for cancer at the Batte Cancer Center. 

Awareness Across the World: Aussie Pink!!!  
Australians Celebrated October’s Breast Cancer Awareness Month 
on their  Saddles!  

Riders from age 3 to 73 saddled up at ‘Nogo Station,’ west of Long reach, and rode twenty kilometers. This inaugural event 
was part of the 20th anniversary celebrations fro the Australian Stockman’s Hall of Fame and Outback Heritage Center, and 
raised funds for the National Breast Cancer Foundation.  

“Sore bottoms, broad smiles and twenty thousand dollars for a good cause!!!” That is what the 102 participants of the Pink Out-
back Trail Ride had to say on Saturday afternoon after eight hours in the saddle. Despite a huge variety of ages and riding 
ability, everyone was patient and encouraged each other along the way. 

To show support for the cause, riders, horses and ponies “frocked up” in every shade of pink imaginable. No photo opportu-
nity was wasted. Along the way, the group formed a huge pink bow (the symbol for breast cancer awareness) and were pho-
tographed from a helicopter, flown by another generous local. 

The final leg of the ride was an uplifting affair, with tourists and locals forming a guard of honor and cheering the riders on. 
After watering the horses and washing off the dust, participants joined in the evening events, including a fundraising auction, 
dinner and dancing. A wonderful time was had by all.  

(Far back left-Tihida Simmons, M.Ed., Admissions 
Specialist & Advisor to Phi Theta Kappa, from left to 
right: Allision Huffman; OTA/S, Phi Theta Kappa 
president, Rita Alston; Support Services coordinator, 
April M. Carroll, RN-BC, MSN;Oncology Education 
and Outreach Specialist, and Arrington Mathis; Retail 
Store Coordinator). 
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Patients have been excited to share their appreciation for the complimentary 
massages offered by a licensed massage & bodywork therapist Rebecca Ran-
som, NCTMB, LMBT once per week to our patients currently in treatment. 

Comments have included: 

• “It was just what I needed at this time in my treatment. I felt so comfort-
able….”  Rebecca Reece 

• “Rebecca put me at ease right away and the entire experience was relaxing 
and soothed away my tensions.” I left feeling much happier and  relaxed 
than I’ve been for some time. This is a wonderful gift for patients while we 
go through treatments….”  Sherri Ross. 

• “I was pleasantly surprised and blessed this morning when I was put in a 
last minute cancellation spot. Talk about a well-needed surprise! I felt like I 
lost two pounds of pressure out of my shoulders when I walked out. You 
guys are great and have made a hard journey filled with hard days a lot 
more beautiful by adding roses along the pathway….” Stacey Dull 

• “I am spoiled forever!......” Becky Adcock 

“FOCUS ON A CURE EXHIBIT” 

Batte Cancer Center Offers Complimentary Massage Therapy 
To patients currently in treatment 

Inside Story Headline 

Focus on a Cure Exhibit was held  at  the Batte Cancer Center, and the Breast Health Center at CMC-NorthEast during the month 
of October. The portraits are all of actual breast cancer survivors and their family members. In addition, each picture had a story 
about the survivor and their diagnosis of breast cancer. Focus on a Cure has been also hosted by several local organizations; 
including Concord library.  

Irresistible Portraits, the sponsoring company for the event starting raising money for the event when  a family member of the 
photography studio developed breast cancer. The staff participated in the Avon Walk in Charlotte in October 2008 and raised 
over $3,000.00. Focus on a Cure is their own  way to get the pictures and stories of their client’s journey batting breast cancer.  
They hope to continue this campaign annually with the hope of spreading awareness to the local community and to inspire 
women who may be currently going through breast cancer or for those who may be faced with this in the future.  

To host a gallery showing, you may contact Renda Ayscue, Photographic Artist Assistant at 704-933-5600 or 
renda@irresistibleportraits. Each showing is an effort to increase awareness in our community.  
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   Story Continued on Page 9 

The invention of afternoon tea 
in England was begun in the 
early 1800’s by Anne the Sev-
enth Duchess of Bedford. She 
grew tired of the sinking feel-
ing which afflicted her every 
afternoon round about 4 
o’clock, in the long dull space 
between meals. She plucked 
up courage and asked for a 
tray of tea, bread and butter, 
and cake to be brought to her 
room. Once she had formed 
the habit, she found it hard to 
break, so she spread it among 
her friends instead. 

As the century progressed, 
afternoon tea became increas-
ingly elaborate. By the late 
1800’s, ladies were changing 
into long tea gowns for the 
occasion. Appetites sharpened 
by the customary afternoon 
drive in the carriage. 

Tea services had also kept 
pace with side plates, bread 
and butter plates, cake stands 
and every conceivable accom-
paniment advancing across the 
drawing room. Etiquette books 
full of anxious advise appeared 
with warnings like, those who 
take sugar in their tea are ad-
vised to propel the spoon with 
a minimum of effort and re-
move without fail, before rais-
ing the cup. 

Afternoon tea is properly 
served around 4pm and is 

more elaborate than high tea, which 
is served after 6pm.  

Afternoon tea is like a 3-course 
meal. You start with the sandwiches 
(cucumber, salmon, and egg salad). 
Then, you proceed to the scone, 
which is served with preserves and 
clotted cream, and finally desert. It 
is considered bad manners to devi-
ate from this schedule.  

(Pictures include Jennie Brasefield 
{in Authentic attire} and Pat Rick-
man, volunteers who prepared and 
served an authentic English tea to 
the patients one afternoon while 
receiving their chemotherapy infu-
sions. They brightened the day for 
all who partook. Clockwise: Mr. 
Archie Freeman, Mr. Reese Bradley 
and Ms. Rinda Klutz enjoyed this 
very special surprise. The menu 
included cucumber and egg salad 
sandwiches, fresh cream, scone, 
raspberry preserves, zucchini 
bread, graham cracker pralines, 
Earl Grey and Green Tea. 

Tea Anyone?  By Jennie Brasefield, Volunteer Introduces a 
Cherished English Tradition. 
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Breast Cancer 101: NEW CLASS being offered!!!! 

This class provides information to those who are diagnosed with breast cancer, co survivors, and 
others in the community on breast health, breast cancer treatment, support and other resources.  
This class is offered once a month prior to our breast cancer support group. For more information, 
please contact Cindy Wise, 704.403.2392. Breast cancer support group meets on the 4th Tuesday 
of each month at 9:00am-11:00am. 

 
Jennie Brasefield (on the 
right)  states that “I came to 
volunteer because of what 
God did in my life. We are 
commanded to help our 
neighbors and show them 
God’s love. I am able to pray 
with a patient when they are 
nervous and afraid. We be-
come very close to some of 
the patients and help them 
through the good days and 
bad.” 
 
Jennie came to this country 
in 1967 from Yorkshire  Eng-
land and moved to North 
Carolina in 1980. Jennie 
does teas in people’s homes 
and churches as a business. 
 
Pat Rickman (on the left) 
came to volunteer at the 
Batte Cancer Center be-
cause of being a cancer sur-
vivor 3 times. Pat felt like 
God wanted her here to help 
other people. “I see the en-
couragement and hope; es-
pecially in the eyes of a new 
cancer patient when I talk to 
them and relate how I went 
through my treatment 

Offering an English Tradition to Americans 
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Healthy Winter Recipe for  Fat-
Free 

Taco Soup!! 
Ingredients: (Mix the following on 

medium heat) 

2lbs ground turkey  1/4 cup fresh cilantro finely chopped 

3 cans diced tomatoes  2 cans dark red kidney beans 

4 cloves garlic (minced)  2 cans light red kidney beans 

1-4oz can chopped green chilies 2 cans black beans 

1/2 cup diced onions  1 packet powdered  ranch dip  

2 packet of low sodium Taco Seasoning Mix 

1 can Fiesta corn    

Garnish each Serving With:  *Note: Do not drain cans-use  

1 teaspoon chopped cilantro  liquid from each can. 

1/2 teaspoon lime     

Pinch of lime zest 

1 TBSP fat free sour cream 

1 TBSP 75% Reduced fat sharp cheddar cheese 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to 

what lies within us”…….Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Monthly Cancer Awareness 
January is National Cervical  

Cancer Screening Month 
Cervical cancer is the second-most common cause 
of death from cancer in women. Cervical cancer is 
one of the most preventable types of cancer. To 
protect yourself, make sure you regularly see your 
physician for a Pap test and pelvic exam. The hu-
man papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine can help pre-
vent the most common types of HPV, and is recom-
mended for females nine to 26 years of age. 

January 19th-23rd is  

Healthy Weight Week 
Join us at the Health & Fitness Institute at CMC-
NorthEast at 301 Medical Park Dr.Concord, NC 
everyday during the week of January 19th-23rd 
from 2:30pm-3:30pm for our “Walk for a Week” 

program. You will receive free fitness and healthy 
weight education and a free gift for participating.  

February is National Cancer 

Prevention Month 
Focus on you this month! Cancer is one of the most 
prevalent and devastating diseases in the United 
States, affecting more than 500,000 lives each 
year. Early detection can prevent cancer from 
reaching an advanced, potentially fatal stage. 
Avoid tobacco, limit sun exposure and alcohol 
consumption, Eat five servings of fruits and vege-
tables daily, get your annual screenings, and 
know your family’s history of cancer.  

March is National Colorectal  

Cancer Awareness Month 
Colorectal Cancer is the third most commonly 
diagnosed cancer and the third leading cause of 
cancer deaths in both men and women in the US. 
Please see your physician to determine your risk, 
as well as family history.  It is recommended that 
you are screened regularly starting at the age of 
50, protect yourself by  maintaining a healthy 
weight, be physically active, consume a healthy 
diet with an emphasis on plant sources and that 
you limit your alcohol consumption.   
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FEBRUARY 2009 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 Circle of 
Hope: Albe-
marle 6:30pm 

4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 Changing 
the Face of 
Cancer 6:00pm 

13 Make Valen-
tine’s Day 
Cards in the 
Lobby 

14 

15 16 17 Pink Ribbon 
Friends 12pm 

18 Flight of 
Hope:10am 

19 Men For 
Living 7pm 

20 21 Sisters In 
Partnership 
9am 

22 23 Caregivers 
Connections 
11am 

24 Breast Can-
cer Support 
Group: 9am 

25 26 27 28 

       

 

Schedule of Events 
(Event Description on Page 11) 
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JANUARY 2009 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

    1 2 3 

4 5 6  Circle of 
Hope: Albe-
marle 6:30pm 

7 8 Changing the 
Face of Cancer 

6pm 

9 10 

11 12 13 Bra & Pros-
thesis Clinic: 
Rej. Center 

14 15 Men For 
Living-Grace  

7pm 

16 17 Sisters In 
Partnership 

9am 

18 

 

19 20 Pink Ribbon 
Friends 12pm 

21 Flight of 
Hope 10am- 

22 23 24 

25 26 Caregiver 
Connections 
11am 

27 Breast Can-
cer Support 
Group: 9am-
11am 

28 29 30 31 



Schedule of 
Events (Continued)…. 

• Changing the Face of Cancer: support group for patients diagnosed with stage III or stage IV disease. Group 
meets 2nd Thursday of each month in the Batte Cancer Center Lobby from 6:00pm-7:30pm. Contact Cora Davis, 
MSW at 704-403-1055. 

• Breast Cancer Support Group: support group for individuals/families newly diagnosed with breast cancer. 
Group meets the 4th Tuesday of each month in the Batte Cancer Center Conference Room from 9am-11am. Contact 
Cindy Wise, RN, MSN at 704-403-2392. 

• Circle of Hope: Albemarle: support group for women diagnosed with breast cancer. Group meets the 1st Tues-
day of the month in the lobby of Northeast Oncology Associates-Albemarle. Contact Jodi Neal, RN at 704-982-1880. 

• Men for Living: advocacy group for the awareness and early detection of prostate cancer. Group meets the 3rd 
Thursday of the month at 7pm at Grace Lutheran Church. Contact George Goodman at 704-792-2166. 

• Flight of Hope:support group uses art, music, nature, stories, humor and movement to help ALL cancer survivors, 
their families and friends cope with feelings related to the journey of cancer. Group meets the 3rd Wednesday of 
the month from 10am-11am. Contact Cora Davis, MSW at 704-403-1055. 

• Caregiver Connections: support group for family, friends, or loved ones helping to care for someone diagnosed 
with cancer. Class meets the 4th Monday at 10am-11am in the Batte Cancer Center Conference Room. Contact 
Cora Davis, MSW at 704-403-1055. 

• SIP (Sisters in Partnership): advocacy group of African-American women who bring awareness and education 
about the importance of early detection of breast cancer. Group meets the 3rd Saturday of each month at 9am. 
Contact Virginia Hunter at 704-920-1255.  

• Bra and Prosthesis Clinic: For women who have undergone or will undergo mastectomy. Held every other Tues-
day from 1pm-3pm in the Rejuvenation Center. Call 704-403-2027 to register.  

• Pink Ribbon Friends: Community coalition coordinates efforts to increase the awareness of breast cancer preven-
tion and early detection. Women are invited to join the fight against breast cancer and advocate for those diag-
nosed with breast cancer. Group meets the 3rd Tuesday of the month at 12pm in the Mariam Cannon Hayes Family 
Center Classrooms 1 and 2. Contact Cindy Wise, RN,MSN at 704-403-2392.  

Description of  Support Groups/Programs 
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MARCH 2009 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 Circle of 
Hope: Albe-
marle 6:30pm 

4 5  6 7 

8 9 10  11 12 Healthy 
Cooking Dem-
onstration 
6:00pm 

13 14 

15 16 17 Pink Ribbon 
Friends 12pm 

18 Flight of 
Hope 10am 

19 Men for Liv-
ing 7pm 

20 21 Sisters In 
Partnership 

22 23 Caregivers 
Connection 
11am 

24 Breast Can-
cer Support 
Group 9am 

25 26 27 28 

29 30 31     

 Continued on Page 12 



 

George A. Batte Cancer Center 

100 Medical Park Dr. 

Concord, NC 28025 

Phone: 704-403-1370 

Fax: 704-403-1389 

www.cmc-northeast.org/batte 

 

Support Groups/Programs (continued) 

• Kid’s Link: an educational program for children/adolescents ages 6-12 and 13-16 who are 
coping with a parent, grandparent, or loved one diagnosed with cancer. Material is age appropriate. Program held 
quarterly. Contact Cora Davis, MSW at 704-403-1055 for information. 

• Look Good…Feel Better: Program: Free, two-hour educational hands-on workshop for female patients undergoing 
radiation and/or chemotherapy. A trained cosmetologist will address make-up techniques, skin care and nail care. 
Participants  will learn how to use scarves and accessories to enhance their appearance and self-esteem. Please con-
tact Kristy Wilhoit (Image Consultant) at 704-403-3100 ext. 68582. 

• Reach to Recovery: This program is a peer support program for people with personal concerns about breast cancer. 
A trained volunteer who is a breast cancer survivor will provide support and up to date information. To request the 
services of a Reach to Recovery volunteer, call the American Cancer Society at 1-800-227-2345. 

• Pet Therapy: Pets can decrease anxiety, increase alertness and promote well-being in people with cancer. Our 
“doggie volunteers” visit weekly in the Batte Cancer Center and on the inpatient unit. For information, contact Kathe-
rine Barrier, Director of Volunteer Services at 704-403-1596. 

• The Rejuvenation Center: Located in the Batte Cancer Center, offers wigs, scarves, hats, support literature and other 
accessories that are FREE of charge to all cancer patients. A full-time licensed cosmetologist is on staff to assist pa-
tients with selecting and styling a wig when hair loss occurs as a side-effect of treatment. Contact Kristy Wilhoit at 704-
403-3100, ext. 68582 or Rita Alston at 704-403-2027 and we will be glad to assist you Monday-Friday from 8:30am-
5:30pm. No appointment necessary. 
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